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About this report
Hindsight is 20/20

Europe in a nutshell

Move forward

Team SportsTechX is back for another deep dive into the
European SportsTech ecosystem for 2021 and given what
happened last year, we have to say we were especially curious
about this. Towards the end of 2020 we published a series of
reports (Global VC, FootballTech and FitnessTech) that spoke
about how the SportsTech industry reacted in the face of an
unprecedented pandemic and we were quite surprised at the
results.

Back to this report. As always, we try to bring you the most
important information so this year you will see fewer charts
but more insights with a special focus on special trends that
we have our eyes on. That said, there is no shortage of
interesting facts and figures.

An often used but misunderstood line, we are cognizant of
the costs paid and the impact that 2020 had on lives all
around the world, least of all the sports industry. That
knowledge will continue to inform our next steps. The
unbridled enthusiasm we had to start the decade has been
replaced with cautious optimism, the idea of “watch before
you leap” takes on special importance. But the age we live in
continues to excite as the rapid developments in technology
provide a world of opportunities. And as sports roar back onto
our TV screens and into our lives, it is indeed game time.

But before we dive into those details, a quick note on what we
have coming up for the year. As always, Q1 is all about looking
at the global SportsTech ecosystem one region at a time. This
European Report is followed by the North American and an
expanded Asia-Pacific report where we also include the latest
happenings from the lands down under, Australia & New
Zealand. And this is just the start, as the year progresses,
expect more reports covering a variety of topics.
Apart from that, we are very excited about our latest oﬀering
Hello SportsTech, where we aim to present all the coolest
tech that we come across from the world of sports to the end
users: the athletes and fans that will eventually use this
technology. Plenty of new content coming up for the year
across diﬀerent channels and diﬀerent formats, so stay
tuned!

2020 is expected to cross €400m in funding for the year
after a 15% adjustment for reporting lag. This is only a
reduction of 18% compared to 2019, which certainly came
as a surprise given the events of 2020. The year ended
especially strong with over €123m invested only in Q4.
London tops the charts for investments since 2016
confirming its status as the European SportsTech capital.
However looking only in 2020, Berlin and Stockholm
gained importance while Paris saw much less investment
indicating a potential shift in the landscape.
Fitness, Content & Esports were once again the major
themes that attracted the most attention and investment
as people were looking for ways to manage the lockdown.
Though there were some specific trends within each of
these themes: the rising demand for video-content,
innovative crossovers between esports & sports and the
emergence of Mixed Reality fitness devices.
There are plenty of interesting tid-bits and insights from 2020:
a year that began with enthusiasm, came to a grinding halt in
the face of a global emergency but ended with optimism and
a momentum for the industry that we carry into 2021.

Benjamin Penkert

Founder at SportsTechX
benjamin@sportstechx.com

Rohn Malhotra

Co-founder at SportsTechX
rohn@sportstechx.com
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Our KPIs

Profitable Online Sales

80+
1b€+

Sales CAGR

Sports Brands Partners

Active Customers

1,000+

4m+

30%+

Web Shops in ~20 countries

Foreword from our partner: SIGNA Sports United
About us
SIGNA Sports United has built the global #1 sports
commerce & tech platform with market leading positions in
Bike, Tennis, Outdoor, Teamsports & Athleisure.
We are leveraging our unique tech platform to connect
brands, retailers and digital communities to improve the
sports experiences and create additional value beyond
commerce: from equipping, tracking, streaming to planning &
community building through our vibrant ecosystem. It’s our
mission to empower founders and businesses to lead the
sports ecosystem in the digital age.

What we are looking for

Anton Oliver

Head of Business Development
& International

signa-sportsunited.com

We are always looking for innovative businesses and founders
in the field of sportstech to partner and cooperate with. Feel
free to reach out at a.oliver@signa-sportsunited.com and
understand how SIGNA Sports United can support you and
your business to accelerate growth and win markets to
conquer digital sports!

Berlin

Our Brands
Bike

Outdoor

Teamsports & Athleisure

Tennis

#ESTR21
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The European SportsTech Innovators 2021

Sports Tech Research
Network

Ben Van Delm

Franco Segarra

Le Pack

Benjamin Petitjean

Nummer11

Giel Kirkels

Colosseum Sports Tech

Bojan Milenkovic

Colosseum

Oren Simanian

Nordic SportsTech

Ida Bjerga

Sports Lab Copenhagen

Carsten Couchouron

INDESCAT

Oriol Serra Arnau

GSIC powered by Microsoft

Iris Cordoba Mondejar

Le Tremplin

Charles Frémont

Indigo Capital

Petr Zhukov

DGI Impact

Jakob Breddam

Sports Loft

Charlie Greenwood

WeSportUp

Alceo Rapagna

Euroleague Basketball

Roser Queraltó

UEFA Innovation Hub

Jean-Baptiste Alliot

Hiro Capital

Cherry Freeman

Aser Ventures

Alessandro Nuccetelli

DFB-Akademie Tech Lab

Sebastian Koppers

ADvantage Sports
Tech Fund

Jeremy Pressman

London Sports Tech

Dan Bedi

Sport Tech Hub

Alex Zurita

SG Sports Startups
Accelerator

Sinan Guler

Danish Football Innovation
Centre

Jørgen Povlsen

Continental Sports Tech
Accelerator

Dmitry Maslennikov

HYPE Sports Innovation

Amir Raveh

Health & Sports Technology
Initiative

Stina Lundgren Högbom

Sport Innovation Alliance

Juan Iraola Ariceta

Cluster Grand Paris Sport

Emmanuelle Bru

ThinkSport

Anna Hellman
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Arno Hermanns

Valencia CF Innovation
Hub

Nathalie Sonne

#ESTR21

Sport + Vitality Hub
(Sport Experience)

Wylab

Federico Smanio

leAD Sports
& Health Tech Partners

A selection of 38 individuals who are collectively driving the growth and the success of the
ecosystem through their engagement in new and leading initiatives. We are proud to have them
in our report.

Eze Vidra

CeltaLab1923

Lalo García Torres

Network

Remagine Ventures

SportUp

Kristof De Mey

Serbia

Real Madrid Next

Julien Piwowar
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DATA SOURCE: SPORTSTECHDB.COM
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8 Investment Companies
in European SportsTech

Ecosystem

Demand for Video Content:
Rising activity in the market

12 Accelerators / Incubators
in European SportsTech

3

Esports & Sports:
A deepening connection

27 Innovation Initiatives
in European SportsTech
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Numbers excluding undisclosed Deals/Acquisitions

Mixed Reality Fitness:
Next generation of devices

Trends

Key Insights - European SportsTech 2021

1
€348m funding in 2020
United Kingdom 28%
London 23%

55% into ‘Athlete-solutions’ sector
Top sub-sector: Activity Software 28%
Content Platforms 25%

€51m into G-Loot in 2020
€50m into One Football
9 of top 10 in Esports/Content/Fitness

Icons made by Freepik from www.flaticon.com.
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Services
Database
Leading global database that provides
high-value market intelligence for investors
and professionals in SportsTech. Helps to find
the best startups & initiatives to engage with.

Market Analysis
Customised in-depth research and consulting
on various aspects of the SportsTech market.
Includes
connecting
investors
and
organisations with startups/scaleups.

Marketing

Insights

LinkedIn Group

#ESTR21
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Showcasing startups and relevant initiatives from
the world of Sports & Tech.

Podcast

Market insights with event reports, landscape
overviews and startup related articles.

Blog

Cutting through the noise with topic features,
interviews & major industry updates.

Newsletter

Industry-leading reports that combine facts and
figures with qualitative insights.

Reports

SportsTechX - Market Intelligence for investors & professionals
About Us
SportsTechX is the #1 source for data & insights about startups
& innovation in Sports. Our mission is to promote and navigate
the global SportsTech ecosystem.
We frequently publish content in formats such as
industry-leading reports, podcasts and newsletters, and appear
as keynote speakers at events. Our insights are based on our
SportsTech Framework which provides a systematic structure
to find, compare and assess all things SportsTech on a global
level.
We work with investors and organisations in sports and
adjacent industries helping them with market analysis and
connecting them with startups. We also support select
startups in business development and fundraising.

Promotion opportunities for organisations,
brands & startups/scaleups to increase their
visibility in the SportsTech industry, e.g. by
placements in our reports or podcasts.

Community of SportsTech enthusiasts who share
the latest news and updates.
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Interesting use cases

Weekly show available as livestream, on-demand
and podcast formats

Weekly top news
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Product reviews

Cool stuﬀ from the world of Sports & Tech,
presented in max. 15 seconds each

Hello SportsTech - Showcasing cool, new products in Sports & Technology

Testing SportsTech apps and devices in short and
easy-to-consume video clips

Click the logos to visit our channels
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Fan Engagement

Fan Experiences

Sponsorship

Media Production

Media & Sponsors

#ESTR21
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Even though the framework is proven-in-practice, there
will always be situations in which startups can be
assigned to two or even more sub or sub-sub sectors,
which simply cannot be avoided. We invite everyone to
share their feedback as we’re always looking to further
optimize our work.

This framework forms the core of all our intelligence, e.g.
the reports and the database.

In this latest update, the three main sectors remain the
same as before and are organised based on their target
audience: The Athlete, The Sports Executive and The
Fan. However we have made some updates to the next
level of classification - sub sectors and sub-sub sectors
- which provide additional levels of detail and a deeper
understanding. You’ll find a detailed explanation of the
updated framework on the following page.

We introduced the framework in 2017 in order to provide
a common understanding and structure for the
SportsTech ecosystem. Since then we have constantly
enhanced it, to ensure that it’s the best and most
up-to-date tool to identify, compare and assess all
things SportsTech on a global level.

About the framework

The SportsTech Framework - A systematic approach to the industry
SportsTech Framework

Organisations & Venues

For Executives

Team & Club Management

Management & Organisation

Content Platforms

League & Event Management

For Fans

News & Content

Fans & Content

For Activity - Hardware
Streaming Platforms

For Athletes

Wearables

Activity & Performance

Equipment & Infrastructure

For Activity - Software

Ticketing & Merchandise

Stadium & Facility Management

Classes & Tutorials

Fantasy Sports & Betting

@sportstechx | sportstechx.com

Tracking & Analytics

Before / After Activity

Betting

Fantasy Sports
Enablement

Booking & Discovery
Coaching & Recruitment

Recovery & Injury Prevention

March 2021
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For Executives - Management & Organisation

#ESTR21

For Fans - Fans & Content

The SportsTech Framework - Structure and Descriptions
For Athletes - Activity & Performance

All solutions that help Sports Executives perform their responsibilities.
Whether it’s managing sports facilities, teams, associations, leagues,
events, gyms or media companies. Goals here usually relate to
improving operational eﬃciency or providing a better experience to the
end consumer.

Sponsorship: Platforms to connect brands with teams and athletes for
sponsorship.

Media Production: Tools to make broadcasting easier and richer.

Media & Sponsors: Solutions that are either for or connect with the
media, or sponsoring brands.

Stadium & Facility Management: Solutions for stadiums or sports
facilities that help make operations or fan / client organisation easier.

League & Event Management: Tools for organisers of leagues,
tournaments, races or major events.

Team & Club Management: Tools for professional or amateur sports
teams, clubs or gyms.

Organisations & Venues: Solutions to help sports related organisations
or venues with managing internal operations.

This sector is all about how sports connects to or is consumed by Fans
and viewers. All of these are solutions focused on the fan and so will
include content, merchandise or betting and fantasy sports. Goals
typically include a better involvement and experience of fans related to
the athletes, teams and sports they like.

Streaming Platforms: Sports streaming platforms, both live and
on-demand.

News & Content: Original / editorial content, often about sports teams
or athletes, or content related to live sports news & results.

Content Platforms: Platforms that provide access to various forms of
content (both as consumers and creators), either video, audio or text
based.

This sector covers all solutions focused on the Athlete, whether
professional, amateur or recreational. These are related to the actual
sports activity, whether it’s before, during or after it. Common goals are
tracking performance, preventing injuries & finding sports to play.
For Activity - Hardware: Physical resources worn/used during an
activity.
Wearables: Attachments to the body of the athlete or the surface of
playing equipment used.
Equipment & Infrastructure: Movable physical equipment or immovable
resources installed on premises that are used to perform an activity.
For Activity - Software: Applications or platforms that support the
athlete during the activity, often to improve performance, either through
tracking the activity and providing feedback or by training guidance.

Fan Experiences: Solutions and oﬀerings to enhance the sports
experience and to involve fans with their preferred sports commercially.
Fan Engagement: Helping fans connect with their favorite athletes,
teams and sports as well as other fans to enhance their experience.
Ticketing & Merchandise: Platforms for fans to purchase, sell or trade
tickets for events or merchandise & memorabilia from teams & athletes.

Tracking & Analytics: Tools that capture and track key metrics of sports
activities and provide insights.
Classes & Tutorials: Platforms that provide access to classes, videos
and tutorial guides (both live and on-demand) to be active, learn new
skills and help improve performance.

Fantasy Sports: Fantasy sports or sports prediction games.
Enablement: Tools to aid the sports betting industry, bettors or fantasy
sports gamers.

Betting: Platforms to place sports bets.

Fantasy Sports & Betting: Solutions to place real or play money on
sports events and online games based on real or virtual teams.

Before / After Activity: Hardware or Software solutions that help an
athlete either prepare for an activity they are about to perform or
recover after it.
Booking & Discovery: Platforms to discover and book venues, find
players or sports events locally or while traveling.
Recovery & Injury Prevention: Applications to reduce the likelihood of
injury or help speed-up / ensure recovery.
Coaching & Recruitment: Tools to improve performance by providing
training & guidance or helping connect with coaches and scouts.

#ESTR21
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CONTENTS
1
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The most important investment numbers in
European SportsTech over the last five years. Looked
at from geographical, sector and startup
perspectives.
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European Funding Development
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FACTS & FIGURES

Leading Startups

1
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2020 surprises, investment peaks in Q4

Total amount:
1.77b / 1.82b*

203.4
201

2016

3.41

2017

219

255.9

2.99

2018

210

472.1

2019

168

488.7

Amount in €m

Funding Amounts & Number of Rounds 2016 - 2020 in European SportsTech
500

400

300

200

100

0

Funding Rounds

400.2
348.0

121*

105

2020
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The other healthy indicators were that average ticket
size held strong at nearly €4m, the same as that seen in
2019. So did the Median ticket size at €0.8m, near the
level seen in 2018 & 2019.

What is also interesting to note is the break up within
the year. 2020 got oﬀ to a really good start with €107m
invested in Q1. The subsequent months were low as the
world tried to re-define the word ‘normal’ but towards
the end of the year things picked up again as investor
sentiment was strong. Q4 ended up as the strongest
quarter of the year with nearly €123m invested. Talk
about a comeback. Most of this was in Fitness, Esports
& Content but we’ll get to that later in this report.

Most people will heave a sigh of relief to see the back of
2020. But that is not necessarily true for the 100+
companies that raised funding in the otherwise bleak
year. Adjusting for a reporting lag of 15%, the year is
expected to cross the €400m mark which perhaps few
would have expected during the peak lockdown months.
The strong momentum in the ecosystem from the
previous two years which were around €470m+ levels
certainly helped bring the year back on track.

Healthy deal-making

DATA SOURCE: SPORTSTECHDB.COM

* Incl. estimated reporting lag
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UK leads, Germany and France support

United Kingdom
290.9

476.2

Amount (€m)

2

3

1

Rank by # of
Startups

4

3

2

1

France

Finland

Sweden

Germany

United Kingdom

17.4

25.5

63.6

88.9

97.3

Amount (€m)

53.9%

30.8%

100.0%

80.1%

56.3%

37.4%

Share of top
deal

Countries by Funding in 2020 in European SportsTech

1
Germany
195.5

6

5

16.9

Countries by Funding 2016 - 2020 in European SportsTech

2
France
184.2

32

Ireland

Country

3
Sweden
175.0

6

99.3%

Country

4
Romania

7

14.7

5
104.5

Israel

Israel

7

6

12

59.9

100.0%

37.9%

Finland

12.3

4.2

100.0%

7

Norway
Spain

1.8

+13

8

9

Turkey

11

5

10

56.0

33.5

14

Ireland
The Netherlands

25.2

8
9
Norway

+/- Rank change compared to previous year

10

+/- Rank change compared to previous year

DATA SOURCE: SPORTSTECHDB.COM
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Sweden breaks into top 3 in 2020

12

The big 3 nations of European SportsTech continue their
dominance on the European market, albeit with France
being taken over by Germany and even under threat to
lose its top 3 position to Sweden in the 2016 - 2020 view.
Germany in fact had a really strong 2020, nearly topping
the list, while France only finished in rank 5. The UK,
Germany and France also lead the list for the number of
startups overall. Though it will be curious to see the
impact of Brexit, perhaps the tight funding gap we saw in
2020 will get even smaller.

Israel makes its entry into our European top 10. In
previous years we have considered the tech-giant in our
Asian analysis but after much deliberation we brought it
into Europe. If that’s how UEFA sees the country, that’s
good enough for us. The big gainers on the 2016 - 2020
list were The Netherlands and Norway, the Dutch are
also an important hub for startups coming in fifth on
that list. The big surprise is always Spain, fourth for
number of startups but only 11th for funding over the last
five years.

The Nordics were big winners in 2020, with Sweden,
Finland and Norway climbing ranks and only Denmark
dropping out of the top 10. Spain also made it into the
top 10 for 2020, but was down three places from 2019.
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London continues on top, capitals important hubs

4

3

2

1

Munich

Paris

Stockholm

Bucharest

London

116.5

134.7

135.6

156.9

175.0

413.9

Amount (€m)

87

6

13

5

57

1

Rank by # of
Startups

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

Oslo

Nottingham

Petah Tikva

Dublin

Munich

Oulu

Berlin

Stockholm

London

11.0

12.3

13.6

14.6

16.9

24.2

25.5

55.6

63.6

73.4

Amount (€m)

48.7%

100.0%

100.0%

100.0%

53.9%

94.2%

100.0%

89.9%

80.1%

49.6%

Share of top
deal

Cities by Funding in 2020 in European SportsTech

5
Berlin
52.9

9

Paris

Cities by Funding 2016 - 2020 in European SportsTech

6
Oulu
51.2

67

10

10

+49

+46

+47

+/- Rank change compared to previous year

Country

7
Dublin

43.0

430

Country

8
Petah Tikva

34.4

+50

9
Givatayim

2

10

+/- Rank change compared to previous year

DATA SOURCE: SPORTSTECHDB.COM
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Stockholm & Berlin strong in 2020

13

The “tower” of London stands tall, more than twice the
size of its closest competitor Bucharest when it comes
to total funding over the last five years. The Romanian
capital’s position is still entirely based on the Superbet
deal in 2019. Stockholm, who breaks into the top 3 after
a strong year, Dublin and Oulu (all funding from Oura) all
climbed three places. The Spanish cities miss out again,
Barcelona and Madrid, third and seventh for startups are
ranked only 38th and 21st respectively for funding.
London and Paris top the charts when it comes to the
number of startups and also when comparing the
number of deals completed in the last five years: London
had 185, Paris 53 and no other city over 45.

In 2020, the funding gap was much tighter with
Stockholm and Berlin not far behind London. After
London and Paris, those two cities also saw the most
number of deals since 2016 indicating their strength as
important hubs in the region. Interesting to note is that
SportsTech powerhouse Paris had a relatively weak year,
almost dropping out of the top 10. Four cities appear on
the 2020 top list because of one well funded company
each: Oulu (Oura), Petah Tikva (Pixellot), Nottingham
(Wattbike) and Oslo (Play Magnus), while London and
Paris are the only two cities on the list where the share
of the top deal is below 50%.
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Before / After
Activity

36.5%

For Athletes
For Activity Hardware

31.7%

31.8%

Content
Platforms

43.1%

Fantasy Sports
& Betting

#ESTR21

Organisations
& Venues

53.4%

46.6%

Media &
Sponsors

For Executives

DATA SOURCE: SPORTSTECHDB.COM

For Fans

14.4%

Fan
Experiences
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Amongst the sub- sectors, over the entire period ‘For Activity - Software’ was the top performing sub-sector with nearly
19% of all funding. This is also true for 2020 where ‘For Activity - Software’ and ‘Content Platforms’ were at the top with
28% and 25% respectively. Now taking a look within each sector, in ‘For Athletes’ the split between each of the three
sub-sectors is fairly even. It’s also a similar situation in ‘For Executives’, however the split in ‘For Fans’ is more skewed
with ‘Fan Experience’ based solutions getting the least importance. Also listed is the top funded company in each
sub-sector.

For Activity Software

42.5%

Funding per Sub-Sector 2016 - 2020 in European SportsTech

Solutions For Athletes receive the majority of investment

For Fans

31.6%

Fans & Content

Funding per Sector 2016 - 2020 in European SportsTech

Activity & Performance

For Athletes

51.3%

17.1%

For Executives

Management & Organisation

Activity & Performance, referring to solutions for professional or
recreational athletes, has long been the dominant sector accounting
for 51% of all funding since 2016, increasing to 55% in 2020. Solutions for
fans hover around the 30% mark while solutions for executives, mainly
B2B, make up the rest.
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€136.5m

€92.6m

€92.4m

€82.2m
For Executives

6

7

8

9

10

in European SportsTech

eGym
Smart gym equipment & solutions
Munich

OneFootball
Football content platform
Berlin

Oulu

Sleep and activity tracker

Oura

London

€65.3m

€62.8m

€55.0m

€57.0m

Football content & community platform

Otro

Munich

Fitness & personalised coaching app

Freeletics

€68.8m

1

2

3

4

G-Loot

€50.0m

€36.4m

€25.5m

10

9

8

7

6

Dublin

#ESTR21
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€14.6m

€13.6m

€12.3m

€10.9m

€9.1m

Fitness studio management software

Glofox

Stockholm

Esports tournament management

Challenger Mode

Oslo

Chess training courses and videos

Play Magnus

Nottingham

Indoor fitness bike

Wattbike

Petah Tikva

Automated sports media production

Pixellot

in European SportsTech

DATA SOURCE: SPORTSTECHDB.COM

Real-money esports platform
Stockholm

OneFootball
Football content platform
Berlin

Minute Media
Sports content platforms
London

Oura
Sleep and activity tracker
Oulu

Freeletics

For Executives

€22.8m

Fitness & personalised coaching app
Munich

For Fans

Swedish esports platform G-Loot secures the top spot, leading a pack of four
Nordic startups in the list (2x Stockholm). Followers are content platforms
OneFootball & Minute Media and fitness players Oura & Freeletics. Chess learning
platform PlayMagnus is the only non Fitness - Esports - Content entrant in the top
10, potentially benefiting from ‘The Queen’s Gambit’ on Netflix.

For Athletes

5

€51.0m

Top Companies 2020 by Funding

Fitness, Content & Esports dominate the investment landscape

Superbet
Multi-sport betting platform
Bucharest

Minute Media
Sports content platforms
London

G-Loot
Real-money esports platform
Stockholm

Shadow
Cloud gaming experience
Paris

For Fans

Sports content and data for publishers

Sportradar

€175.5m

Top Companies All-Time by Funding
1

2

3

4

5
St. Gallen

For Athletes

Superbet stays on top while G-Loot jumps from rank 8 into the top 3. The new
entrants are OneFootball (undisclosed rounds not included) and Oura, riding the
wave of momentum in the recovery space. Sportradar remains the only company
with an oﬀering that mainly targets executives. Germany leads with three
appearances and is the only country with two cities in the list.
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Want more reports?

“The global leader”
sportstechx.com/nastr

“The strong challenger”

sportstechx.com/apstr

#ESTR21
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Mixed Reality Fitness: Next Generation Of Devices

Esports & Sports: A Deepening Connection

Demand for Video Content: Rising Activity In The Market

21

20
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TRENDS & FEATURES

Startup Features

2
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Demand for Video Content: Rising activity in the market
Streaming giants push behind-the-scenes content

Sports media platforms aiming high

Fans want to know it all

Netflix, Amazon Prime, Disney Plus, etc. reported significant growth
in 2020 as they strive to meet the rising entertainment appetite of
viewers. And this is especially true for sports where there is an
increasing clamour for behind-the-scenes content beyond live
events. Fans want to connect with their favourite athletes and teams,
beyond their sporting achievements. We all know successful formats
like ‘All or Nothing’ on Amazon Prime covering various European
Football teams through a season, or Netflix’s ‘Drive to Survive’ sharing
stories about the Formula 1 that we didn’t have access to before. And
we of course have to mention Jordan’s Last Dance which helped
many sports fans get through the early months of lockdown.

The streaming giants aside, there are plenty of successful media
platforms in sports built on the demand for good stories, e.g.
U.S.-based Overtime, Barstool Sports or House of Highlights. But
Europe has its fair share of those platforms as well and they have
been very active in 2020.

Another key trend is the advent of solutions focused on individual
training. There are various apps in the market that provide a ton of
videos & drills that one can do by themselves. More interestingly, and
this is where technology & innovation come together to create
kickass solutions, these apps now incorporate the mobile camera
and AR to create a highly interactive training experience. All of which
have grown further in importance during the pandemic.

Launch IMDB
Year
Rating

Sports Team

Series Name

Platform

Borussia Dortmund

Inside Borussia Dortmund

Amazon
Prime

2018

7.3

Juventus

First Team

Netflix

2018

7.3

Manchester City

All or Nothing

Amazon
Prime

2018

8.2

Sunderland FC

Sunderland ‘Til I die

Netflix

2018

8.1

Team Movistar

The Least expected day

Netflix

2019

7.4

Formula 1

Drive to Survive

Netflix

2019

8.6

Leeds United

Take Us Home

Amazon
Prime

2019

8.1

Tottenham Hotspur

All or Nothing

Amazon
Prime

2020

8.2

Upcoming
FC Bayern Munich

All or Nothing

Juventus

All or Nothing

Amazon
Prime
Amazon
Prime

2021
2021

ELEVEN oﬀers a wide range of live sports streaming, from major
events to local content even including esports and women’s sport. In
2020 they acquired MyCujoo’s longtail live streaming business and
tech stack to improve their own services. In the same year they
became shareholder and partner of Otro, a platform that launched in
2018 with a €57m investment and mega names such as Messi,
Neymar, Beckham & Zidane signed up, but then pivoted from a
subscription-based business to a content studio. This opens up
ELEVEN’s path into original, premium long-form and short-form
content with a portfolio of stars.
Aiming to power storytellers and to make fans happy, Minute Media
has built and acquired platforms like 90min, The Players’ Tribune or
FanSided. In 2020 they raised $40m to continue to invest in its
publishing platform, existing properties and to make more
acquisitions. This forms a powerful package: Minute Media
combines its B2C platforms with user generated content (C2C) and
even oﬀers a B2B angle with its license-based platform, enabling
others to create and distribute content.
In their own words OneFootball is the most popular digital media
platform for young football fans, with over 85m active users globally.
In 2020 they raised €50m, a part of which was used to acquire
Dugout, a digital media company launched in 2016 by a collective of
the world’s biggest football clubs. This adds unique access to
behind-the-scenes content as well as live and archive footage to
OneFootball’s oﬀering, plus Dugout’s expertise, network and
distribution.

Mentioned Companies
London - Founded in 2015
Owned by Aser Ventures
Challenging how live sport is packaged, delivered and consumed, with a
flexible oﬀering that democratises sport content for fans everywhere.

London /

New York City - Founded in 2011

Raised €136.5m in total
Portfolio of six global sports and entertainment brands - all powered a
proprietary publishing platform, also leveraged by third party publishers

Berlin - Founded in 2008
Raised €65.3m in total (excl. undisclosed rounds)
Digital media platform for “mobile-first” football fans with scores, news,
rumors, live streaming, match highlights, video features and more
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Finding new ways to connect
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So how did traditional sports react?

#ESTR21

Sharp growth of Esports during lockdown

Sports teams and leagues participating in esports competitions is
now almost a basic requirement rather than a point of innovation. As
we’ve seen in the examples, there are opportunities out there for
traditional sports to gain followers, and even direct revenue, from
esports. Only the ones who come up with truly innovative ideas and
formats of collaboration will get messages from fans saying “gg”.

Esports & Sports: A deepening connection
There are many metrics which have showcased the sharp growth of
esports and gaming, here’s one example for context: Verizon reported
an increase in gaming traﬃc during peak hours of 75%, compared to
increases of 12% in digital video traﬃc and 20% in web traﬃc. It
seems like people were gaming more than doing anything else.

Raised $17.2m in total from General Catalyst & others
Editing tool to create and share gaming stories

Paris - Founded in 2018

Raised $1.17m in total
Video analysis platform for aspiring esport athletes

Stockholm - Founded in 2019

Selected to Qatar SportsTech Accelerator 2020
A.I.-powered voice assistant made for gamers

Berlin - Founded in 2018

Mentioned Companies

It seems like some leagues and athletes did a better job than others
in tapping into the younger audience that esports holds. Formula 1
has run an esports series since 2017 but the virtual racing series
really took oﬀ during the pandemic. Pitting professional esports
racers vs real world drivers and other celebrities seemed to create a
winning formula. According to F1 sources, at times streams were
watched by over eleven million people. Watching Thibaut Courtois
and Ben Stokes race against George Russell and Charles Leclerc
proved a major hit amongst fans.

Unlike traditional sports events which were getting cancelled by the
minute, the esports industry didn’t appear to be aﬀected as much.
Tournament organisers found ways to keep esports competitions
going, and viewership numbers on platforms like Twitch rose faster
than ever. According to Statista in March 2020 Twitch experienced a
10% week on week increase in viewership across various esports
channels, a trend that was maintained throughout the year.

However this connection or learning between esports and traditional
sports isn’t limited to the pandemic. One example was a brilliantly
innovative brand partnership. Burger King became the shirt sponsor
of English League Two side Stevenage only to create a digital
activation campaign around built around EA Sports’ FIFA. During the
campaign Stevenage were the most-played team on the game's
career mode with 25,000+ goals in the club's kit shared online
generating 1.2b impressions. Talk about bang for your buck. Another
use case is the likelihood of Schalke 04 selling their League of
Legends European Championship spot in the face of almost certain
relegation from the Bundesliga. The sale is expected to earn the club
around €20m, money that will certainly come-in-handy in the short
term.
Perhaps the answer to discovering new ways to establish this deeper
connection can come from some of the most innovative gaming
startups across Europe. Berlin based Fridai, an A.I.-powered voice
assistant for gamers, already have a solution for FIFA 20 which sports
teams might want to integrate with. Powder’s AI allows gamers to
create and share key moments from gameplay while Leetify analyses
gaming footage to provide actionable insights, helping gamers
improve faster. This kind of content is in high demand and
partnerships around it could help sports properties find the
‘authentic bond’ with gamers they are looking for.
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Game on!

#ESTR21

Multiple opportunities for European startups

Mixed Reality Fitness: The next generation of fitness devices
Connected fitness devices the rage of 2020

As lockdown restrictions relax in diﬀerent parts of the world and
people can get back to gyms & fitness centers, it’s possible that the
at-home fitness industry will see a slight slowdown compared to the
highly accelerated growth seen over the last twelve months. What is
almost certain though is that more people care about their fitness
and physical appearance now than ever before. As a result fitness
devices that can provide users with truly diﬀerentiated experiences
will score major points in this highly energised industry.

Two undisclosed funding rounds from Porsche Ventures & others
Interactive home gym with personal trainers from around the world, live
courses 24/7 and more than 200 workouts on demand

Berlin - Founded in 2019

Successful Indiegogo campaign
Fitness device that combines strategy with gaming statistics, real-life
health bars and augmented reality fight videos

Copenhagen - Founded in 2017

Raised €8.97m in total
A VR based fitness studio that brings the energy and enjoyment of group
fitness classes to the home workout

London - Founded in 2016

Mentioned Companies

One industry that certainly took-oﬀ during Covid-19 was at-home
fitness devices with demand surging like never before. One major
success story was of course Peloton who, over 2020, saw its valuation
quadruple, from under $10b to more than $40b. But that has not
come without its problems for the company: Waiting for periods of
upto six months, large social groups discussing issues with delivery
and low customer ratings across forums have raised questions.
Growing pains indeed.

A good European example is FitXR, a VR based fitness experience
that works on Oculus Quest headsets. Their classes and workouts
combine dance elements, music, real-time feedback and involve
coaches for full-body exercises. And then there’s JABII who have
pushed the line between gaming and real-life sports by transforming
play into a social, fun and active competition that combines physical
activity and gaming. Think of turning yourself into a Street Fighter or
Mortal Kombat character. Btw, that’s exactly what we did, check out
our test video.

At the same time there is a new type of connected fitness device
which will likely elevate the Fitness industry even further into a new
category: Mixed Reality Fitness. These devices are a culmination of a
few mega trends - Fitness + Video-Gamification + Augmented /
Virtual Reality (AR / VR) - resulting in products that are currently
generating a lot of buzz. The whole idea of fitness being fun is taking
on new meaning as startups find ways to incorporate elements of
video games into immersive workout environments. Reason enough
for some German companies to form the XRS association.

For starters there are a number of startups which have launched
their own version of these products. Take VAHA, a smart and
interactive fitness mirror similar to U.S.-based Mirror, currently gets a
lot of attention and media coverage, also on the back of having raised
money from the likes of Porsche Ventures and Manuel Neuer. And it
is a strategy that makes a lot of sense. While the US based companies
struggle to keep up with the global buzz they have generated, local
companies will look to quickly acquire interested customers before
the larger companies enter new markets, with the possibility of
getting acquired themselves in the process.

Source: Yahoo!Finance

It is no wonder then that the still much sought after products are
scarcely available in Europe. Peloton is currently only delivered in the
UK and Germany. Other popular devices such as Mirror and Tonal are
yet to find their way across the pond and their customer service says
they don’t even have a timeline to do so. So what options do
Europeans have?
Top 10 most popular home gym equipment purchases:
1. Steppers (+6,500%)
2. Weight Benches (+4,130%)
3. Excersize Bikes (+2,113%)
4. Weights (+1,743%)
5. Yoga and pilates equipment (+1,269%)
6. Gym accessories (+1,048%)
7. Cross trainers (+549%)
8. Treadmills (+6,500%)
9. Rowing machine (+300%)
10. Scales (+125%)
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IC. We are working on diﬀerent projects in Japan, Italy, Mexico,
USA, UK, besides Spain, of course. From our international
position, we are open to establish partnerships with common
interests of reimagining the way that football is played. We look
for clubs, academies that are interested in having HUMANOX as
a technological partner to take care of their grassroot players and

What are you looking for at the moment?

JM. The ecosystem HUOX Space has diﬀerent components such
as health, sport performance and social network, as players can
be followed by others (parents, coaches, other players), and
interact among themselves. Two Spanish clubs, C.A. Osasuna
and Cadiz C.F., are already using the HX50 platform with over 20
thousands kids from academies and related grassroot clubs.

IC. Over the last 12 months many investors, funds and VC firms
from many countries have approached us to be part of
HUMANOX. Our name appears in the latest world rankings, made
by analysts and experts of the industry, as one of the top sports
tech companies to invest in however we are not fund-raising at
the moment. Internationally, last January we opened a subsidiary
in the U.K. where we have active commercial staﬀ to respond to
interest from Premier League teams and other academies. In
2020 we also received the Reimagine Football Award by UEFA, for
our new-age innovation and fan engagement.

What have been some of your developments over
the last 12 months?

scouts, and themselves, have the opportunity to monitor their
health and performance parameters.

Humanox: World's first smart shin guards

What should we know about you?
IC. My partner, Rafael Contreras, and I co-founded HUMANOX in
2020, as the result of years of research and experience with IOT
connected devices, sensorized structures and artificial
intelligence. High Technology is our core. Our vision is to help
people improve their everyday capabilities through technology.
With this in mind, we created the platform called HUOX Space,
where we integrate diﬀerent sports and health devices. Our first
connected device is the HX50, a smart shin guard for grassroot
football players and professional teams.
JM. We have an experienced team specialized in Big Data, IOT &
Artificial Intelligence that allows us to deliver value to our clients.
Our focus is on young footballers. We bring technology that
usually is used by the professionals to thousands of boys and girls
that are passionate about football. Their parents, their coaches,
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professional teams. We see that the use of technology and Big
Data is present in the highest levels of the professional clubs, but
the kids between ages 6 and 17 don´t get the same benefits.
Given our use of high technology, professional teams are asking
us to develop specific metrics, or customized technological
developments, because they find what they need in the HX50. In
some cases, that is the entrance door to their academies

What can we expect from Humanox in 2021?

JM. 2021 is a year of consolidation and growth for HUMANOX
both in Spain and internationally. We plan to keep our leadership
position in the sports tech sector, specifically in football. We will
increase our portfolio of products with new devices integrated in
our ecosystem, HUOX Space. For that, our R+D area is already
working on the next generation of smart devices applied to
sports.

humanox.com

IC. Our technology plays a key role in our business model and our
plans. Digitalization, Big Data, and IOT are central poles for
Humanox and are the base for our growth this year.

Iván Contreras

Co-founder & Co-CEO

Javier Moreno

Co-CEO

Cadiz, Spain
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Last year, we signed Borussia Dortmund and launched the BVB
FanToken App as the first use case of LT Fan Platform. Then, we
signed German NBA star and LA Lakers starting point guard
Dennis Schröder as the first athlete to use our platform. And we
just launched the LT Early Adopter Club last week. With it, we
open the doors for sports entities that are interested in building
their own fan platform with us.

What have been some of your developments over
the last 12 months?

And last but not least a word on blockchain: the sports industry is
an ecosystem with many participants such as clubs, athletes, the
media, leagues, associations, sponsors, and many more. By using
the open standards that blockchain protocols bring to the table,
we are able to connect the ecosystem and build great
experiences. Also, we utilize the token mechanic to power our
clients’ business model. But we do so in a way that is easy and
convenient for our clients and the end users: the fans, the
majority of whom don’t care about crypto or blockchain and
simply want the best possible experience.

platform for their fans. It enables various plays such as building a
direct-to-consumer business, starting a digital membership (i.e.
subscription) program, or co-creation with your fan base.

Liquiditeam: Fan Engagement with Blockchain

What should we know about you?
We use technology, incl. blockchain, to tackle the sports
industry’s big strategic challenges. One key challenge our
customers face is staying relevant for young, digital-native
audiences. How can they deliver the sports experience in a
format that feels contemporary to a generation that has very
diﬀerent preferences when it comes to content and is used to
interact with their favorite creators? And on top of reaching this
audience, you need to be able to monetize it. While today's
default answer to reaching these segments is “social media”, this
approach is severely limited in terms of monetization. For one, the
big platforms safeguard their audiences and data to the
maximum extent possible and, moreover, you are prone to
platform risk. That's why we believe: The professional sports
business needs future-proof business models and its own
platforms.
With our LT Fan Platform, we give clubs, athletes, and other
entities a convenient solution to launch their custom tokenized
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Of course, we also grew our team and developed a pretty great
remote organization - which we by the way already had planned
before Covid19 hit so we really were well adapted.

What are you looking for at the moment?

What’s most relevant to us in the current stage is to get our
technology into the hands of as many motivated sports entities
as possible. We want to see what our clients do with LT Fan
Platform and how their fans use it so we can continue to improve
it and understand the markets’ needs even better.

That’s why we launched the Early Adopter Club. With it, we will
give a limited number of entities early access to LT Fan Platform,
including to our product development team. This way our clients
get what they need while our platform benefits too. And of course,
we oﬀer preferential conditions to all members, making it
eﬀectively risk-free for them to hop on.

What can we expect from Liquiditeam in 2021?

liquidi.team

Besides getting more LT-Fan-Platform-powered communities oﬀ
the ground, we are working hard on some additional features.
Without giving away too much: we are rethinking live streaming
for athletes as well as developing a very cool NFT play that really
diﬀers from what you’ve seen so far.

Thomas Euler

Gardener, co-founder (and CEO)

Braunschweig, Germany & the Internet

#ESTR21
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Sport Heroes: Community engagement through connected sport
What should we know about you?
Struggling for motivation to exercise? Sport Heroes has a
solution for you. We exist to help you get oﬀ your couch, using
motivational levers such as rewards, inspiration, challenges,
purpose (think charities to support) and of course competition
via virtual races!
Our mission is to motivate everyone to be active every day, in
order to feel good physically and mentally. To reach this goal, we
created a sport-based community engagement software for
organizations to engage their customers, employees or fans,
leveraging wellness and connected sport experiences.

VRace: a tool that helps any organization worldwide create its
own Virtual Race and engage thousands of event participants in a
fun, competitive or cohesive experience.
Virtual Club: the Sport Heroes technology in white label, used by
organizations to create, engage, and monetize their community.
Trusted by iconic brands such as IRONMAN, EDF, Air France,
World Marathon Majors and many more.

We have 4 main oﬀers:
Running Heroes, Cycling Heroes, and Swimming Heroes are our
own free web and mobile apps and communities, available in 5
countries. Our members use the apps to find the extra motivation
to exercise. We work with brands to create a genuine link with our
community thanks to non-intrusive connected experiences.
United Heroes is our corporate wellness programme, designed to
help companies create cohesion and take care of their workforce.
More than 150 corporations worldwide trust us.

We also invested in content and partnership around yoga, fitness
and other "home compatible" ways of keeping fit and active to
keep our corporate wellness programme and other oﬀerings
relevant in the circumstances.

What are you looking for at the moment?

We have 1.7M users in more than 150 countries, and are a team of
80 between Paris, London, Madrid, and Sydney. Nature and sport
being closely intertwined, we joined the 1% for the planet
movement and give 1% of our revenues to WWF to help protect
our dearest playgrounds.

What are your oﬀers ?

races that gathered up to 30.000 participants on a single
weekend during the lockdown. We developed internationally, with
the opening of Running Heroes in Romania and Brazil with local
partners, or with the launch of big virtual races in Asia with the
Maybank Marathon located in Bali for instance. We launched
MyVRace to oﬀer a reliable and cheap option for smaller event
organizers worldwide.

We are looking for European and global partners to 1/ expand
further internationally (go-to-market partners, resellers) and 2/
enrich our product and broader oﬀering (content partners, fitness
trackers to integrate, etc.).

What have been some of your developments over
the last 12 months?
The pandemic was a huge threat for mass events and the broader
sport industry. Driven by a “sport must go on” attitude, we did
everything we could to help organizers maintain their races
virtually. We created our Virtual Race feature to enable event
organizers and brands to oﬀer 100% online events that anyone
could take part in regardless of lockdowns or other restrictions.
We helped hundreds of thousands of people train harder and
participate in competitions remotely, like the IRONMAN virtual

What can we expect from SportHeroes in 2021?
Exciting new features in our product and constant innovation in
the way we engage our own and our clients’ communities, online
and oﬄine. More self-service capabilities for our clients.
Attractive new client logos all over the world. Growth
opportunities for our people.

Paul-Emile Saab
CEO

Paris, France

sportheroes.com
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1.

Enable new digital revenue streams from sponsors and premium
features

Boost the coverage and engagement around amateur and youth
football

Martin Wiklund
Founder

Umeå, Sweden
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sportswik.com

Making Min Fotboll one of the world’s biggest channels for
live-streamed football, in number of matches streamed

With innovative digital sponsor activation features built in, the federation
can oﬀer their partners to communicate with the Swedish football
community in a relevant, fun, and engaging way. Generating substantial new
revenues and meeting the demand from partners and brands requesting
digital engagement to keep and renew their sponsorships.

With their own, tailored, social media platform, the Sweden FA can now
benefit from the massive digital engagement taking place in their app, that
used to be monetised by other platforms.

Putting the federation in control over content, user data,
and the monetisation of digital engagement

A team staﬀ member or a parent promoted to team reporter, can livestream
the match from their smartphone with the click of a button. The platform
automatically adds scoreboard graphics, and highlights are generated in
real time.

Sportswik: How 24,837 matches were livestreamed in the Sweden FA app in 2020
The product of a strategic digital innovation initiative

2.

Get a modern communication channel towards the football community
including players, coaches, parents and fans

Where the Sweden Football Association evaluated a number of sporttech
solutions to help them achieve some important strategic goals:

3.

And partnering with the app & media platform provider
Sportswik
In their search for the right solution, Sweden FA found the Swedish
sporttech company Sportswik. Who had been working on an app & media
platform for a number of years, and provided their service to the Stockholm
FA, the Sheﬃeld & District Junior League in the UK as well as tournaments
and federations in other sports such as Volleyball, Handball, Ice Hockey and
Floorball.
In april 2019 the Sweden FA launched Min Fotboll, their own branded
versions of the Sportswik apps for iOS and Android, as well as the
corresponding web application and backend media platform.

Enabled by user generated match coverage
The Min Fotboll app enables matches on all levels to get a fantastic
coverage with livestreaming, livescore, pictures, videos and commenting,
combined with oﬃcial results, league tables and schedules.
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Subscribe to the SportsTechX Newsletter
The most convenient way to know what is happening
in the global SportsTech ecosystem.
sportstechx.com/newsletter
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Investors in European SportsTech 2021
Indigo Capital

Moscow

ADvantage Sports Tech Fund

VC investments in the FMCG, healthy food, private
medicine, IT and sports technology sectors

Jerusalem

Early stage sports technology fund with a global
investment thesis

Remagine Ventures

Tel Aviv

Aser Ventures

VC fund focused on early-stage investments in
entertainment, sports, commerce and data

London

Global investment company that operates in the
sports, entertainment and lifestyle sectors

Seventure Partners

Paris

BITKRAFT Esports Ventures

'Sport & Performance Capital Fund' dedicated to
the economics of sports

Berlin

Early/mid-stage venture capital & expertise for
founders in gaming, esports & interactive media

Trust Esports

Bordeaux

Hiro Capital

Early-stage investments in Esports startups in
Europe

London

Invests in European/North American innovators in
Gaming, Esports, Streaming & Digital Sports
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What are the main trends in SportsTech?

Petr Zhukov

Co-founder

In our opinion, some of the markets within sports tech have
finally matured enough to enter universal adoption and fast
growth stage. For example, in automated production of content
or sponsorship evaluation, a startup now doesn't need to
explain the whole idea from scratch - instead, clients all over the
world are searching for eﬃcient solutions in these areas. Hence
we expect build-up of big rounds and big valuations in these
sub-sectors in 2021-2022.
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The SportsTech trends that excite us at Remagine Ventures at
the moment: 1. eSports and Digital Sports - the use of digital
avatars to simulate real sports. From cycling to Golf or Tennis,
which combines elements of sports and gaming, 2. Fan
engagement - new forms of watching and interacting with
sports. We're interested in experiences on top of streams like
our company madksil.com, 3. Sports data monetisation - from
esports training to betting.

Managing Partner

Eze Vidra

A more mature generation of wearables, such as Nurvv, which
are smarter and more sensitive, generating insightful data on
human body movement and applying machine learning to
deliver actionable feedback. At the same time, processors are
getting smaller and cheaper, with companies like Playerdata
now embedding them in sports apparel. Connected technology
is making working out more social, with Zwift, Peloton and
others bringing Massively Multiplayer Online game mechanics
into sport.

Partner

Cherry Freeman

Investors in European SportsTech 2021
What are the main trends in SportsTech?
Jeremy Pressman
Partner
European startups play a key role in the global expansion of
mobile competitive gaming. We’re seeing an uptick in the quality
and quantity of companies in the ecosystem — from publishers
designing the next mobile esports to digitally native betting
platforms for gaming. Europe is also primed for the connected
fitness revolution, with little penetration by the big US players.
We’re keeping our eyes out for startups creating unique fitness
experiences through diﬀerentiated content oﬀerings.

Alessandro Nuccetelli
Investments & Strategy

Rights holders are responding to changing consumption habits
by developing innovative ways to deliver content. Besides the
rise of flexible D2C oﬀerings and investment in new content
verticals, I am excited by the growing cooperation with
platforms such as Snap and Tik Tok. These partnerships will
allow to blend live and non-live sports content in order to serve
a new generation of fans. I also expect sports organisations to
increase their investment in OTT delivery and CRM solutions.
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The current crisis has proven the ability of startups to pivot and
adapt their solution quickly. The key now for these companies is
to make sure that these pivots will remain relevant once the
COVID-19 pandemic is over. To do that, they should constantly
keep in touch with their current clients or prospects and ask for
their roadmaps in the months ahead. They will then be seen as a
trusted partner in a tough transition towards a new era for
sports.

Director

Charles Frémont

What is your advice to startups in 2021?

Accelerator & Incubator Programs in European SportsTech 2021
leAD Sports & Health Tech Partners

Berlin

Colosseum Sports Tech Serbia

Designed to support and grow early-stage sports
and health tech companies around the globe

Belgrade

Oﬀers best startups collaboration, funding expert
knowledge & exposure to the Nordic market

SG Sports Startups Accelerator

Istanbul

DGI Impact

A global accelerator by international partners
focusing on sports entrepreneurs & innovators

Bredsten

Boosting innovations by connecting relevant
players & providing support to early-stage start-ups

Sport Tech Hub

London

HYPE Sports Innovation

Support startups in product validation through to
scale-ups looking to grow in the UK or beyond

Tel Aviv

Global Virtual Accelerator programs that nurture
partnerships between startups, clubs & brands

SportUp

Ghent

Cluster Grand Paris Sport

Accelerator & community helping entrepreneurs
from idea to successful and scalable business

Paris

Incubator of the Grand Paris Sport Cluster that
supports young innovative startups

WeSportUp

Rome

Le Pack

SportsTech & WellnessTech program by Sport e
Salute, CDP Venture Capital & Startupbootcamp

Lyon

Coaching program & ecosystem made up of
multidisciplinary actors & leading business experts

Wylab

Chiavari

Le Tremplin

Support program for early stage startups to develop
great products and services

Paris

Brings together startups, institutional players &
large companies, supported by Paris & Co
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Jakob Breddam

Amir Raveh

Play - All in! There are lots of opportunities and new challenges
which require quick and tangible solutions, and the startups
that will put their full resources to do it will be the first to get in
the market and get the jackpot.

Founder & President

As Churchill said, “never let a good crisis go to waste.” I hope to
see startups analyze and investigate all the new opportunities
our current crisis will give room for. In SportsTech, we need new
ways of being active together at a distance. VR and AR show
great potential, and if they can incorporate a feeling of
community, I see endless opportunities. Crisis times are tricky,
but if you listen to customers’ and organizations’ true
motivations and needs, they oﬀer great potential for positive
change.

Program manager

#ESTR21
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Last year, we’ve seen that traditional businesses had to reinvent
themselves, adapt, find new revenue streams. This is the second
nature of startup founders. They are constantly testing, iterating,
measuring, and implementing new ideas. My advice to startups
would be that now, more than ever, it’s the right time for them to
make bold moves, test innovative ideas, iterate, pivot when you
see an opportunity. Founders should lean in and leverage
opportunities to accelerate their business growth.

Program and Marketing Director

Nathalie Sonne

2020 was the year of the “how do I deal with the COVID crisis,”
2021 will be the year to start thinking “what is my value
proposition in a COVID world.” Every crisis brings innovation and
improvement, it is time to take advantage of this crisis!

Director

Benjamin Petitjean

Accelerator & Incubator Programs in European SportsTech 2021
What is your advice to startups in 2021?
Emmanuelle Bru
Director
A must is to know all the sports actors (social, politics,
economics...), understand how they and their members work
and use pedagogical skills to present a new product/service.
One of the roles of the start-up is to help the actors far away
from innovation to find new answers to the needs and desires of
practicants, athletes, fans, sponsors. I think also that they will
have to challenge the silver economy, a real market even if it's
not always the most attractive for young entrepreneurs.

Bojan Milenković
SportsTech Ecosystem Lead

As startups are in the environment of great uncertainty with a
constant struggle to find a viable business model before they
run out of resources, my advice is to try to focus on concrete,
market-validated steps. From my experience, focusing is one
one the hardest things for entrepreneurs. Your market approach
should be very precise therefore the market is very narrow in the
beginning. Small, validated steps are the only way to accomplish
that great vision and bring change for the millions.
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Kristof De Mey

2021 will still see the live sports sector suﬀer from the pandemic
hit - both on the business side as well as for fans and
consumers. Hence, for B2B startups success will come from
addressing the 2 "pain points" of sport companies: digitization of
their oﬀering and cost-cutting from process automation.
Successful B2C startups will be those who can oﬀer augmented
"phygital" experiences to sport fans sick of just being behind
smartphone screens.

CEO Startupbootcamp Italy

Alceo Rapagna

Help out! For sure in times of pandemic, I believe it’s important
to GIVE. Give all you have, and then take the time to reload. But
also, give to others without asking anything back. Of course, in
the end, you have to sell and make (some) profit. So, there’s
often that tension point between authentic giving and trying to
earn money. Nevertheless, doing business is all about
connecting with people, building trust and partnerships. The
crisis provides us the opportunity to strengthen those bonds.

SportUp Program Manager

#ESTR21
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The pandemic shows the need to carry out an ongoing
recalibration of the business, as matching the customer's needs
is fundamental to build the traction to grow and succeed. This is
even more relevant today in sport, an industry suﬀering the
consequences of closed doors events and being transformed by
the rapidly changing consumer habits. My advice is to prioritize
the iteration process to oﬀer products, services, applications
that fit and resonate with the various sports stakeholders,
players, fans, executives and brands.

Federico Smanio

Wylab

Accelerator & Incubator Programs in European SportsTech 2021
What is your advice to startups in 2021?
Sinan Güler
Pro Athlete / Social Entrepreneur / Angel Investor

With inevitable transition to a more digital world, Sports
Startups will need to find agile ways for clubs and organizations
to become more sustainable and help them increase their reach
and interaction with their respected followers.

Alex Zurita
Head of Sport Tech Hub

2020 accelerated digital fitness as people embraced new ways
and products to be active. The challenge for founders will be
keeping these newly acquired consumers as physical activity
provision re-opens. Shrewd founders that capitalised on this
high growth period, will make their products enticing to
customers in this transition. Founders could utilise the benefits
of technology (convenience, motivation and connectivity) to
support people to be active in facilities, outdoors and at home.

#ESTR21
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Initiatives by Clubs, Leagues & Associations in European SportsTech 2021
CeltaLab1923

Vigo

Nummer11

Support, incubate and interact with startups,
entrepreneurs and other actors in the ecosystem

Barcelona

Barca Innovation Hub

Which innovation area is your #1 in 2021?

Zeist

KNVB's football innovation network to develop new
knowledge that strengthens Dutch football

Real Madrid Next

Project Lead TechLab

Madrid

The center for sports knowledge and innovation

Projects alongside startups & leading IT companies,
supported with resources, assets & know-how

City Football Group

Sport Innovation Alliance

Manchester

Solving challenges identified by City’s global
network of football clubs with the help of startups

DFB-Akademie Tech Lab

Frankfurt am Main

Tech & innovation around three strategic pillars:
player-centricity, testing grounds & platform play

Madrid

Open collaboration by football clubs globally to
share, define & execute innovation processes

UEFA Innovation Hub

Sebastian Koppers

Nyon

The most important aspect for Sports- and FootballTech in 2021
will be to be way more user-specific than it has been in recent
years. More specifically, firms of all sizes must clearly
communicate both the outcome and the validity of their
innovations in a concise and easily digestible way. Even though
user-centric methodologies have been popular for the last
decade, ambitious claims are still communicated mostly via
high-level marketing materials and put too much burden on the
(potential) user.

Vehicle for future-proofing UEFA and ensuring to
stay one step ahead of the latest trends

Roser Queraltó
Euroleague FanXP Challenge

Barcelona

Startup challenge to improve fan experience. with exposure
to clubs, sponsors, broadcasters & the Final Four event

Valencia CF Innovation Hub

Valencia

Innovation project focused on four fields: Sports,
Medical, Smart Stadium & Fan Engagement

Euroleague Basketball
Innovation is how we grow and how we face adversity. In a time
where we've had to overcome unexpected challanges our strive
to deliver to our fans has driven us in new directions such as
Virtual Reality and digital fan engagement. The sports industry
will be transformed and we want to be a spearhead in this
disruption. Investing and testing new ideas like Smart Venues or
new broadcasting platforms is necessary in the current
situation but also desirable in the long term for the sports
industry.

#ESTR21
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Initiatives by Clubs, Leagues & Associations in European SportsTech 2021
Which innovation area is your #1 in 2021?
Lalo García Torres
Co-founder

In our opinion, 2021 is the year to perform outstanding
innovations to help arenas and stadiums become SMART
venues. The implementation of technologies such as AI, Big
Data and 5G mobile network can drastically enhance the way
fans experience the visit to their favourite stadium. Another area
that is important for us in the 2021 Covid-19 scenario is how
sport properties share and engage with fans through media
content.

Giel Kirkels
Captain of Knowledge
Development & Innovation

Above all, it is crucial to open stadiums for fans again in a safe
and responsible way, but with attention for a good fan
experience. This includes integrating proofs of vaccination and
Covid test results in access control systems. Secondly, I strongly
believe performance tracking in recreational football will make a
big step forward to provide players with more insights in their
performance. Finally, startups will need more support than ever
to survive their early development phases.

Julien Piwowar

Responsible Innovation
Covid19 crisis has led to numerous changes in the schedule of
the games. It has been an extra revelator of the impact of
repetitions of eﬀorts in tighter time and has led to an increase of
injuries. The busy timetable for elite athletes will be a reality
anyway in the upcoming years and we believe that to enhance
the tools to prevent lesions and accelerate recovery time will be
a real add-on in the close future. We are so going to launch
several innovative projects around e-health thematic to support
this idea.

Juan Iraola Ariceta
Chief Innovation Oﬃcer

(1) Create new revenues streams for the club: New digital assets
as SMART TAG (NFC TAG connected to the kit), OTT, AR (embed
in the mobile APP), Chatbot for delivering publicity in the web;
(2) Improve fan experience in the Stadium and Stores by a
mobile e-commerce (covering the whole process from order to
pay and check out); (3) Knowledge as a way to engage with fans
and monetize by an e-learning platform; (4) Add tracking
solutions to sports area; (5) Apply Virtual Reality for sports
training and fan engagement.

Jean-Baptiste Alliot
Chief Strategy Oﬃcer at La Source
& Advisor to UEFA Innovation Hub

Digital and media products, such as immersive experiences in
both linear and OTT broadcasting, will be strongly supported by
data capture and analytics, new technologies like 5G and
improvement of AI and augmented-reality capabilities.
Connected fitness devices will be used by sports organisations
to keep and increase grassroots and amateur participation. Elite
football players and clubs will also actively rely on this
technology for player development pathway and talent
development/scouting.

Franco Segarra
Head of Innovation

I believe that in an uncertain scenario where fans are not
allowed back in stadiums, the technology that manages to make
fans feel closer to the players and the other way around (AR/VR)
is going to make a diﬀerence. Also, the fact that brands are
shifting from regular sponsorship (oﬄine) to online/digital
sponsorship is going to transform the relationship between
clubs and brands. Those clubs/entities that have a mature data
strategy are way ahead in this race. Knowing your fans and being
capable of segmenting them is of great value in the new
sponsorship deals.
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Innovation Initiatives in European SportsTech 2021
Barcelona

INDESCAT

Tel Aviv-Yafo

Colosseum

Sports Loft

London

Connecting investors & industry execs with the
best startups & scale-ups in sports & media tech

#ESTR21

Sports Tech Research Center

Östersund

London Sports Tech Network

Multidisciplinary research center focused on applied
science within sports & product development

London

Community for members of the SportsTech and
Esports industries

Sports Tech Research Network

Program to support the creation and consolidation
of sports startups

Moscow

Nordic SportsTech The Nordics

Connects a network of Sports, Tech & Business
scientists with industry & non-profit representatives

Ghent
Supporting and connecting founders, startups,
investors, corporates & universities

International Sports Innovation Group

Continental Sports Tech Accelerator

Odense

Accelerator for startups from the CIS and Baltic
countries

Danish Football Innovation Center
Showcasing tech innovations, with training,
medical and research facilities

Limerick

SportsTech Ireland
Bratislava

Slovak Sport Innovation Center

Madrid

Lausanne

Network of international sports institutions,
pioneering businesses & academic organisations

ThinkSport

GSIC powered by Microsoft

Breda

Committed to the development of the sports
technology industry in Ireland

For entrepreneurs who strengthen a healthy &
sustainable working & living environment

Sport & Vitality Hub (Sport Experience)

Unites entities involved in Slovak sport innovation
related to health through exercise & sport

Blekinge

Global sports innovation center with a network &
ecosystem of tech companies & sports entities

Health & Sports Technology Initiative
Collaboration of needs, knowledge & business to
develop health & sports tech products & services

Sports Lab Copenhagen

Copenhagen

Hub23

Hub and network with the mission to support and
develop the Nordic sports innovation ecosystem

Barcelona

Empowering international sports community and
innovation
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Innovation Initiatives in European SportsTech 2021
What are your key takeaways from 2020?
Oren Simanian
Founder

The sports industry and sports leaders were able to adapt well
to the changes of the environment. 2020 was the kick-start of a
massive wave of the digital transformation that is coming in the
next 5 years.

Dmitry Maslennikov
Founder

Russian & CIS region have more significant potential in sports
tech startup development than we thought the year before. The
market, startups, and sports ecosystem player's (leagues, clubs,
federations, etc.) maturity are growing fast. We've just launched
the first private sports tech startup accelerator, working on a
deal flow and developing relations between other sports tech
ecosystems to increase value for our first batch startups.

Jørgen Povlsen
Head of Department

We have been pleased to see the growing potential of footballand sportstech and the need for facilitation of collaborations
and networks. We believe that a stronger collaboration between
the sports industry and the university can provide a solid
foundation for innovation by harnessing the potentials of the
StartUp environment, student projects and research in both
elite and grassroot football. This will benefit sports and also
generate value for improving general health and wellbeing in
society.

Iris Cordoba Mondejar
General Manager

In 2020 we've seen more digital transformation than ever, and
we all learnt how to re-adapt: how to connect with fans or clients
in a new, digital way, to adapt venues or oﬃces to make them
safe for everyone, to keep work going in extraordinary
circumstances. All this and more were possible thanks to
technology. At GSIC we were impressed by all the work done by
tech companies to re-adapt their solutions or create new ones
and by sports entities that managed to integrate these solutions
so fast.

Stina Lundgren Högbom
Global Relationship Manager

Wow, so many new experiences when combining physical and
digital. The year when virtual races, digital platforms, smart
home training really got to the next level and the importance of
collaboration with a lot of new partnerships as a result. Loved to
see the new projects coming out from our Initiative, new
startups, interesting research projects and collaborations
between stakeholders that at the first glance wouldn’t see
themselves as a part of the sports and health tech ecosystem.
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Ida Bjerga

Co-founder

Arno Hermans

It’s been quite a year, with lots of downs and a few ups for all of
us. We founded Nordic Sports Tech with the aim to empower
and connect the nordic sports tech scene through
interdisciplinary knowledge exchange, networking, and
collaboration. This year, our meetups, which are the true
essence of our existence could not continue as ordinary.
Nevertheless, we tried our best to support and connect through
virtual meetups, talks and connections. Our key learning is:
'don’t give up, adapt instead.'

Co-founder

Innovation Initiatives in European SportsTech 2021
What are your key takeaways from 2020?
Oriol Serra Arnau
Cluster Manager
2020 has demonstrated that, although the unthinkable can
happen, the entrepreneurship spirit remains. Throughout 2020
in Catalonia we’ve observed new sportstech startups have
arised, that other startups have grown up thanks to the market
and that others have closed down new investment deals. These
data demonstrate that the sportstech sector is strong and has
great potential. We are fostering and enhancing this pilar in our
ecosystem with our entrepreneurship program INDESUP!

Dan Bedi
Co-founder

Covid-19 forced the hand of many businesses to advance their
digital agendas. This created an opportunity for startups to
present their solutions and impress particularly clubs and rights
holders to secure pilots. The government support in the UK was
a valued lifeline to hibernate other startups and we look forward
to seeing how they have used the time to improve.

2020 made clear how important exercise is. Looking at sports as
preventive healthcare, you discover the impact of sports. It’s
where a shift is accelerated where people appreciate nature and
its potential. When the clubs opened their doors, it was that
moment where the true value of the sports club was shown. It
was about meeting friends. Maybe time stood still for some, at
the same time we are more innovative than ever. Therefore we
created a brand new company called Sports + Vitality BV.

#ESTR21

Carsten Couchouron

Founder & Director
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The health crisis accelerated the development of an already
booming sportstech sector. Big winners are fan engagement,
home training/fitness, well-being & mental health solutions, and
those allowing to target fans through data. Live event solutions
have suﬀered but some were able to adapt. 2020 saw new ways
of exercising and forms of sport, including more immersive
AR/VR and sensor-based experiences. The border athlete-fan is
being blurred as athletes at all levels are more directly involved.
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We clearly noticed the increasing enthusiasm for research
collaborations in the sports tech ecosystem. Researchers &
companies are looking for ways to validate existing products
and create new solutions for the end-user. Academia, Industry,
and Sports have become more interconnected and we believe
this trend will persist. There is still a lot of research that is
waiting to be converted into university-industry collaborations
or spin-oﬀs/start-ups for the benefit of sports.

Content Manager &
Business Developer

Ben Van Delm

Innovation Initiatives in European SportsTech 2021
What are your key takeaways from 2020?
Charlie Greenwood
CEO
Firstly, that the convergence of sports, media and
entertainment is still in its early stages. The last year has shown
how quickly sports fans can adapt to new ways of consuming
content and interacting with others, but it has also reinforced
how important data will be. Secondly, that investors are very
open to businesses that are showing traction and have real
potential to scale. This has been coupled with some huge
valuations and an influx of investment money into the sports &
media market.

Anna Hellman

Director

#ESTR21
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The global pandemic has highlighted the importance of physical
activity for health and mental well-being. Sustainability will be
more present and be reflected in new innovative solutions. It
has also accelerated digitalization, oﬀering opportunities for
new business models. We have also been pushed to rethink
sport events and to develop new ways of connecting with
athletes and fans. These new trends oﬀer many opportunities
for start-ups and new technologies meeting the evolving
user-needs.
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European SportsTech Startup Selection 2021
We’ve asked each of the 38 innovators in this report to name one European SportsTech startup
that has impressed them recently. The result: A selection of 35 startups (some were mentioned
multiple times) that represent Europe’s SportsTech innovation capabilities.
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Footbar

player's leg

AI based data tracker on the

FanZilla

professional sports clubs

E-commerce ecosystem for

CINFO

production

AI based live video

Be Sport

direct training

Light based smart sports cone to

fitness activities

VR and gaming based

Race community for

platform

Running routes discovery

Runnin'City

endurance race participants

RaceID

through a boxing device

Fitness through gaming

Quell

Interactive fitness workouts

Limbic

and schedules

Real life VR gaming experience

Ledsreact

Live sports results, news

3D Digital Venue

Assess athlete's physiological

JABII

mapping solutions

condition through energy capital

IR Squad

Venue management and

Augmented Reality

Reinventing the fan experience using

inCORPUS

AI-Neurointerface for brain

Immersiv

rehabilitation in athletic development

i-BrainTech

cise gear in shared spaces

Access to outdoor games and exer-

Hubbster

Heart rate & rate variability

HRV4Training
measurement app for better workouts

Horizm

Podoactiva
biomechanics for athletes

Specializing in podiatry and

Playerdata
tracking wearables

Player performance

Oura
sleep monitoring

Wearable ring for fitness &

Olocip
decision making

Sports data driven

every step into cash

A mobile app that converts

VR streaming experiences

Provides high-quality video

YBVR

prediction platform

Football players performance

WeWard
tracking platform

Player performance

Wall Street Football
platform

Thermography technology

Track160
Meeting platform to mobilize,

Thermohuman
support & motivate each other

Sweaters
intelligence and ML

Predictions based on artificial

Solver Intelligent Analytics

programmes

Yoga tutorials platform

Skill Yoga

Esport training

Novos

leveraging A.I.

and development platform

Online athlete performance

Scorelit

Football streaming platform

MyCujoo

Digital inventory management,

mBrainTrain
piece of technology

EEG as an invisible and seamless

Sceenic
Sports viewing platform
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sportstechx.com/fitnesstech

“Ok to be read in sweatpants!”
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sportstechx.com/footballtech

“Fresher than a Beckham haircut”

More reports, more data, more insights!

sportstechx.com/gstvcr

“More cash than Cuban”
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THAT'S A WRAP
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Methodology
The data from this report was obtained from reviewing over
2,000 active startups and over 1,400 funding deals in
European SportsTech. Here are some key things to know
about how this analysis was approached. While we always
want to be as inclusive as possible, we have applied certain
criteria to ensure that all data is representative of current
trends.
All companies founded before the year 2000 have been
excluded.
Only currently active companies have been considered for
the startups related data.
Only deals announced during the period of Jan 1, 2016 - Dec
31, 2020 were considered, (excluding the Top 10 most funded
startups where the all-time total was presented).
Deals completed in that period for companies that are not
currently active have also been included.
As in every year we expect some amount of reporting lag as
not all deals from last year would have been announced. As
a result we have added 15% to the total funding value
reported for 2020.
All deals are reported in EUR. For deals not in EUR, the
average conversion rate for the deal currency to EUR in the
deal year was utilised.

Only funding deals have been considered, mergers and
acquisitions between entities have been excluded. For
example the Paddy Power and Sky Bet merger in 2019.
As far as possible we have obtained public domain sources
for all the deals that we report on. This includes funding
announcements made on a variety of media channels.
eSports game publishers, teams and leagues have been
excluded as they don’t find space in our framework.
In general eCommerce based solutions have been excluded,
as those form part of the Web 1.0. So while there has been
innovation in products, the format itself isn’t new.
Istanbul and Russia are counted as part of Europe. And
since this year we have also added Israel as part of this
report.
One last thing: As always, our team spends countless hours
pouring over interviews and data around startups and
funding rounds, but the nature of the beast that we try to
tackle is that some will get missed, especially from the last
year. However we are confident that the information we
present paints a pretty accurate picture of what is
happening overall in the industry and so allows us to draw
strong inferences about where it is headed.

#ESTR21
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Thank you!

Communications Manager

Briana Ekanem

Kevin Kariappa

Rishabh Jain

Research Analyst

The content in this report is for general information purposes
only and can change at any time. SportsTechX can not
guarantee the ultimate accuracy or completeness of the data.

Content Note

Research Analyst

We would like to thank our fantastic team for the work that’s gone into
this report. Without their initiative, innovation and hard work this
wouldn’t have been possible. A team greater than the sum of its parts,
happy to have you guys on board!
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Company: The European SportsTech Report is a product of
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The report was designed by Ryan Hays. Thanks a lot for your
continuous support! Check him out at www.boyintree.com

